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IT'S ALL ABOUT THE CONTENT.
SERIES & DOCU-SERIES

ASK ME ANYTHING

NEW!
Social/Culture • 13 x 30’ HD
Make your dream job a reality and put your dreams to work! Featuring celebrities, innovators and people with extraordinary jobs. Episodes include UFC Mixed Martial Arts fighter, Burlesque Dancer, Competitive Eater, Professional Magician, Paranormal Investigator, Exotic Fish Dealer and more.

BIRD DOG WARS NEW!
Challenge/Animal • 39 x 30’ HD
Bird Dog Wars is an exciting new television series that tests the best of the best dogs and hunters from across North America in challenging field trials. Meet the trainers, follow the heated competition and feel the energy of hunting dogs doing what they do best. Hosted by the National Bird Dog Circuit – Bird Dog Wars features the world’s greatest bird dogs as they rise through the ranks to reach the coveted title of World Championship Top Dog.

THE RVERS NEW!
Lifestyle/Travel • 6 x 30’ 4K/HD
The nomadic RV lifestyle is more popular now than it’s ever been. From millennials to retirees, the freedom, enrichment and sheer economics of RVing are among the most compelling reasons to travel by motor home. Unlike existing reality-style shows, “The RVers” focus is not on false drama but rather entertaining and useful information and a true depiction of the unique and modern RV lifestyle – a booming lifestyle craze based on the love of life!
THE GLOBAL BARBER  NEW!
Lifestyle/Male/Travel  •  5 x 30’ 4K/HD (Season 2 in production)
The Global Barber is a unique, 4K lifestyle/travel series which looks at the current
trends and styles in men’s grooming and fashion, in different countries around the
world. Join host and “Master Barber” Cedric Small on his travels, visiting ‘Old-School’
barber shops, performing cuts and shaves as a guest Barber, and chatting with
eclectic and talented Barbers, spanning the globe.

BLUE WORLD
Underwater/Wildlife  •  48 x 30’ HD (Seasons 5 & 6 in 4K/HD)
Blue World is an Emmy Award-winning underwater science/adventure series
produced and hosted by Jonathan Bird, one of the world’s top underwater nature
cinematographers. In fresh water or salt, reefs, wrecks or caves, Jonathan documents
the world beneath the waves. Blue World episodes encompass a variety of subjects,
including stories about animals, marine research and researchers, underwater
exploration and recent discoveries. The stories always have an underwater theme
and feature stunning underwater cinematography captured in native Ultra HD.

VIDEO GAME BOX ART: THE STORIES BEHIND THE COVERS  NEW!
Art/Video Games  •  8 x 30’ HD
Video Game Box Art is the only definitive collection of in-depth interviews featuring
illustrators and artists of the video game industry in a time before, during and
after the digital age. Watch and listen how artists discuss their career, recant the
challenges of well-known pieces, dissect the covers and point out hidden Easter
eggs that no one has ever known before. From pre-Atari age through Nintendo,
Sega Genesis and even commentary on current industry cover art trends, Video
Game Box Art leaves no stone unturned. Game on!

LUXURY LIVING ABROAD  NEW!
Lifestyle/Luxury/Travel  •  13 x 30’ 4K/HD
Luxury Living Abroad explores the most luxurious experiences all around the world
for viewers who enjoy the more exquisite things in life. From floating shops in
tropical Thailand to scuba diving off the Great Barrier Reef in Belize, every country
has something to offer that’s beyond your wildest dreams. Whether you’re stopping
by or there to stay, see the homes and hotels that the rich and famous use to see
these exotic spots at their best.
GLOBAL FOOTPRINTS  
**Environment • 10 x 30’ HD**  
Every step we take has an impact on the environment from urbanization to deforestation to waste. The Global Footprints series uncovers the big issues around Global Warming and talks to the people who are walking in the right direction when it comes to finding the right solutions. Get a deeper understanding of man’s footprint on the environment.

SONS OF VIENNA  
**Music/Performance/History • 6 x 30’ HD and 1 x 60’ HD**  
From the late eighteenth century through the early twentieth century Vienna was never without a world famous composer living and working within her friendly confines. Who were these master composers? We know their music well, but what of their lives, myths and legends? The Viennese took pleasure and found stimulus in music, art and architecture and it was in this colorful environment that Haydn and Mozart, among others, wrote the timeless compositions that have become the foundation of classical music. Past masters, eight in all, will be vibrantly brought to life not with black tie and tails but with vibrant tales of a different sort.

CONFUCIUS WAS A FOODIE  
**Food/Travel • 19 x 60’ HD**  
Celebrity Chef Christine Cushing explores with the knowledge of a chef and the curiosity of a Westerner. Christine’s decision to embark on this journey is motivated by her discovery that 2,500-year-old Chinese philosopher Confucius was actually—a foodie. From exploring Chinese cuisines in North America to the culinary politics of Taiwan, the tasty richness of Hong Kong, and the blended flavors of South East Asia, Christine finds surprising connections to the foodie precepts of the great Chinese philosopher. Fresh, fun and action-packed, each episode sees Christine as a culinary adventurer, fearlessly leading viewers to a deeper appreciation of our world through a foodie filter. Every colorful and tasty escapade will surprise, no matter what culinary heritage you have. Christine travels to Italy, questioning the origins of pizza, in Greece she is figuring out the beginnings of baklava, and in Paris she discovers that crepes have Chinese roots. Learning about culture through food has never been more enjoyable with Chef Cushing as the host. Shaking up foodie myths will have viewers calling for take-out before the end of every mouthwatering episode. Celebrity guests include Anna Olson, Chef Wan, Ming Tsai, Alvin Leung, Ill Sulaiman, Janet Hsieh, Massimo Capra, Vanessa Yeung, and Fuchsia Dunlop.

FARKLE GARAGE  
**Automotive • 13 x 30’ HD (Season 2 in production)**  
Meet a guy whose dearest motorcycle was returned to him over 50 years later; wrench with the builder who won’t let Parkinson’s stop him from finishing a classic Harley, visit the Farkle gang at Freakshow Choppers, who’s builds got them an invite to the Playboy mansion. Farkle Garage focuses on biking culture and is for anyone who loves motorcycles and the quirky, interesting and inviting stories they bring with them.
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THE WANDERERS
Arts • 2 x 30’ HD / 6 x 10’ HD
The Wanderers profiles six of Australia’s most exciting street artists as they take their work on the road to unexpected and unusual parts of Australia. This is a series about discovery of self; and of Australia’s next generation of contemporary artists.

LONGEVITY ROAD TRIP
Lifestyle/Travel/ Inspirational • 5 x 30’ HD
In Longevity Road Trip, five couples embark on journeys as unique as they are, each one designed to explore and extend the limits of ageing and ultimately, to keep them young. We’ll join them as they reveal the secrets of a mysterious multi-million-dollar research centre in California; navigate the Bermuda Triangle in search of the real, historical Fountain of Youth and divine tantric arts on the beaches of Cap d’Agde in the South of France. They’ll push their bodies to the limits of endurance in the Austrian Alps and surf the wild coast of Peru as they enrich their own lives by changing the lives of others for the better. From highfalutin, to folksy, to just plain flakey, each trip will challenge the voyaging couple to transform themselves and everything we believe we know about ageing.

BEYOND THE BEATEN PATH
Travel/Adventure • 13 x 60 HD
Beyond The Beaten Path follows the three adventurous Eagar brothers as they undertake incredible journeys to odd and exotic destinations around the world. Traveling the “Eagar Way” means traveling rough, traveling beyond the beaten path, and bridging cultural hurdles to live unique experiences that few of us will ever encounter. From walking over the Himalayas to visit the King of the Forbidden Kingdom of Manthang, to teaming reindeer sleighs across the Arctic, to navigating the Nile in Egypt, the brothers will take you on adventures you’ll never forget.

REEL WEST COAST
Fishing/Outdoors • 10 x 30’ HD (Season 2 in production)
Hosted by former NHL player Brendan Morrison, “Reel West Coast” is an outdoor travel and fishing show focused on adventure, conservation, culture and the West Coast lifestyle. We highlight fishing lodges, guides, wildlife and local culture. The journey and adventure around fishing is front and center in all our stories and episodes as we travel to some of the most beautiful locations in North America.
OMG!
Culture • 18 x 30’ HD
This series takes an inviting and insightful look at the spiritual teachings, customs and daily lives of families of different faiths. Experiencing a vast array of traditions and social activities it explores faith through the eyes of youth, their families and social connections as it takes a light-hearted and honest look at faith, culture and how the youth of today view their spiritual education as an integral part of who they are. Join host Tevya Heller on this cultural journey in his search for God. By embedding himself in the lives of devout families and their cultural communities we join Tevya as he laughs, loves and learns more about himself and the world. From driving a horse and buggy with the Old Order Mennonites to yoga classes with the Zen Buddhists this series discovers what we all have in common as we watch and learn from cultural practices that have been passed down for centuries.

MORE CURIOUS?
Science/Tech • 13 x 30’ HD / 91 x 3’ HD
Do you find yourself marveling at the world around you? Ever wonder how stuff works or where it came from? Well, wonder no more - find out about the inner workings and origins of everyday things as well explanations for ideas and concepts that surround us.

ANIMAL SOCIETY
Wildlife • 13 x 30’ HD
We explore the Animal Kingdom and look closely at how animal tribes & families live together. The family dynamic – the role of mum and dad, the competition and bonding between the offspring, when do they leave their patch or home to start their own? We see common themes in how animal families work and live together, protect each other and then go off to fend for themselves across a range of species. Some couples pair for life, some adopt orphans, some extended families include many generations taking care of the babies & in some cases the dad acts like the mum.

YOGA FOR BUSY MOMS
Yoga/Sport • 5 x 30’ HD
Taught and instructed by Livia Taylor, a long time student and teacher of yoga. Each program is designed to complement other parts of your workout too. If you're a runner, there's a class to help open the hips. If you lift weights, there's a class to help maintain range of motion and open the shoulders. If you're looking for a pick-me-up, there's a class to help you find energy to get through the rest of the day. All classes are suitable for beginners as well as advanced levels.
ORGANIC PANIC
*Lifestyle • 10 x 30’ HD*
Organic Panic challenges what has become the conventional wisdom of a global movement that affects every area of our lives. Are organic foods healthier? Are organic cleaners safer for your family? What impact can organic housing and agriculture have on climate change? The answers will surprise even the most ardent supporters of the organics industry. Organic Panic pits organic “Believers” against organic “Skeptics” in a battle to win the hearts and minds of concerned global citizens, exposing false and misleading information about the organics industry and empowers people to make informed decisions about caring for themselves, their families and the world.

TRAVEL SAFE, NOT SORRY
*Travel • 5 x 60’ HD (North American Rights Only)*
This exciting, beautiful and above all fun travel series takes you on a journey, from backyard adventures to exotic locations. With the help of experts and enthusiasts you’ll uncover interesting tips on some of the city’s most exciting locations and the key travel hazards to avoid. So how do you complete your bucket list, without kicking the bucket? Host traveler, Tobias Scott takes you on a variety of adventures with the aim to give you the confidence to try things you never thought you could. Whether it’s climbing a 100-foot ice wall, paragliding off a rocky cliff, exploring underwater caves, searching for Mayan ruins in Mexico, or throwing the dice at craps for the first time, Tobias will show you that things you may have always wanted to try aren’t as crazy as they seem!

WILD ABOUT
*Wildlife • 13 x 30’ HD*
Entertaining. Educational. Engaging. Animals and nature instinctively brought together in a visually stimulating documentary format. This series is a detailed journey into the life and defining traits of some of the world’s most majestic and curious animals.

RETHINK
*Science/Arts • 13 x 30’ HD / 73 x interstitials*
In a world where nothing is what it seems, sometimes you just need to take a step back and take a second look. Discover the weird, quaint and downright bizarre and take the time to re-think. In each episode we are presented with 4 Illusions from the worlds of art, science, psychology and magic that we are guided through to experience their effect in order to then understand how they work. Each episode ends by celebrating a famous thinker, someone who was part of the design and challenge of the way we see the world.
FESTIVALS OF THE WORLD
Culture/Travel • 13X30’ HD / 52 x 5’ HD
There’s more than one reason to celebrate so let’s go on a journey and experience a different side of international cultures through their festivals. See how the world celebrates the arts, seasons, music, food, anniversaries, fashion or what makes their region unique. Each episode explores 4 international festivals and ends with a segment about etiquette and how to get the best out of any festival.

RICH GROOM POOR GROOM
Lifestyle • 13 x 30’ HD
Rich Groom Poor Groom promises to bring the same high stakes drama you’ve come to know and love on Rich Bride, with a whole new twist: The groom plans the entire wedding! Everything he chooses is kept secret from his bride, including her dress! For a $5000 boost to the wedding budget, the bride surrenders control and is kept completely in the dark until the big day. He’s ready for the challenge, but is she ready for the outcome?

RICH BRIDE, POOR BRIDE
Lifestyle • 97 x 30’ HD
No matter what the size, every bride has a budget. Whether a princess or a pauper, each episode of Rich Bride, Poor Bride looks at how a bride, no matter what size her budget is, struggles through the planning of her wedding. Watch the highs and lows of what happens when costs collide with expectations! From flowers to decor, bridal gowns to food, can a small budget bride make her day glamorous? And will a high budget bride ever be happy?

KEYS TO THE VIP
Lifestyle • 39 x 30’ HD
Keys to the VIP is a reality-television, comedy game show that involves two self-proclaimed players competing against each other to pick up women in a real bar. The two contestants go against each other in rounds to complete different objectives all related to seducing women. Hidden cameras record all the action, with four “expert pick up artists” judging to decide which of the two contestants does better picking up women during a round. The winner is the contestant that wins at least two out of the three rounds, and goes on to win a party in a private VIP room with a select group of friends.
Petal Pushers
Lifestyle • 13 x 30’ HD
Petal Pushers explores the inner workings of one of North America’s premiere floral establishments. In each episode owner/lead designer Karine Lemke of Posies Flower Shop, leads her team of eclectic designers through various projects from the everyday bouquet to novelty designs such as a large peace sign and a fire hydrant for a dog’s birthday party.

The Aviators
Flight/Science/Adventure • 81 x 30’ HD
The Aviators is a fast-paced, exciting TV series hosted and written by world-renowned pilots. This unique series joins our aviation expert correspondents as they cover a broad range of topics designed to keep both pilots and aviation enthusiasts informed and entertained. The series covers everything from new aircraft designs to the latest GPS technologies, accident and safety awareness, airline profiles, and remote fly-in getaways all over the world - The Aviators has it all!

CAKE WALK: WEDDING CAKE EDITION
Lifestyle • 13 x 60’ HD
When a couple get married, they want everything to go perfectly and be just as they imagined it, including the cake. Which is where “Cake Walk: Wedding Cake Edition” comes into play. Each week, three professional cake designers compete to make the dream cake for a bridal couple. The designer whose cake is chosen as the winner by the judging panel receives a $5,000 prize.
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**GHOST DIMENSION - FLYING SOLO**

**Paranormal • 40 x 60’ HD**

Join celebrated paranormal expert, Sean Reynolds, and he investigates the UK’s most haunted paranormal locations. Witches, demons and lost souls are what he intends to seek out through ghost hunting taken to the edge with dramatic results. What you see and hear is exactly what happened on every location as Sean will take you on his journey through the terrifying Ghost Dimension.

---

**GHOST DIMENSION**

**Paranormal • 30 x 60’ HD and 3 x 60’ Special**

Ghost Dimension is a new and exciting paranormal show that takes investigations to a whole new level. Using the latest technical instruments to collect and record evidence as well as incorporating good old fashioned ghost hunting techniques the team venture forth to some of the most frightening locations in the UK in a bid to capture the holy grail that everyone seeks....PROOF of Life after Death. The Ghost Dimension team put themselves in harm’s way and have their nerves shredded as they encounter more activity than they bargained for. Join the Ghost Dimension team on their journey into the realms of the unknown and hope by the end of it you can turn off the light and sleep soundly....we doubt you will!

---

**NEXT STOP**

**Travel • 51 x 30’ HD**

Next Stop is an exciting travel series featuring the people, culture, local music, food, sports and landmarks that make each destination unique. Next Stop not only takes you to fabulous places, but it gives you an insider’s look into each featured location. Whether ice bar hopping during a festival in Japan or swimming with dolphins on the Big Island of Hawaii, host Jon Olson stops at nothing to bring viewers the unique traditions and people he encounters in his travels. Spotlighting unique destinations all around the world, Next Stop enlightens you regarding where to go, what to do and how to do it.

---

**PET CLINIC OF SOUTH CENTRAL LA**

**Docu-Reality / Vets / Pets • 26 x 30’ HD**

The Pet Clinic in Los Angeles has an endless stream of fascinating characters in motion . . . those who work there, clients who bring their pets in, the pets themselves. They are intriguing, vexing, challenging, sometimes desperate, sometimes overwrought, and sometimes funny. Drama and humor pulse through the place. The mix of personalities—the clientele and the staffers makes for unusual, unique and often emotionally upbeat encounters. The pets draw us in and the love they show back will melt anyone's heart. The life-saving miracles that go on here are a constant. The clinic has a “no turn away” policy and we witness what is the first line of defense in a war waged against the inhuman treatment of pets. Many animal rescue organizations depend on the Pet Care Center for the crucial skills and loving care that saves so many pets from an unavoidable doom.
DOGFATHER OF BROOKLYN
Docu-Reality / Dogs • 26 x 30’ HD
Touted as “Former Mobster Turns Animal Savior”, star of the TV Show The Diamond Collar, Former mobster James Giuliani turned his back on a life of crime to dedicate himself to rescuing animals. This tough-as-nails New Yorker, who’s been behind bars, has spent his formative years working for some of America’s most infamous crime families and is now putting all his boundless energy towards saving animals in need.

BOTOX QUEENS
Docu-Reality • 26 x 30’ HD
Dolce Aesthetics is a wildly successful, modern cosmetics clinic located in colorful Queens, New York. Business is booming, the ladies are crazy, the clients are crazy, and the action is non-stop. The jealous boyfriend with mob ties, Botox parties requested by over the top rich clients, the stalkers, the Brooklyn hoodlums, Juvederm, Lipo-Freeze and O-Shot treatments — the list goes on and on and the drama never stops as we take a peek into the business and personal lives of the Botox Queens.

TRAVEL TIME WITH LINDA
Travel/Luxury/Lifestyle • 26 x 30’ HD (Season One available now: Season Two available Spring, 2019)
The Telly Award winning lifestyle series “Travel Time with Linda” is an exciting, upbeat program offering travel inspiration with all the key elements; glamour, luxury and adventure. On Season One, host Linda Cooper takes us “Caribbean Dreaming” featuring the most exotic hotspots such as Belize, Turks & Caicos, Costa Rica, Jamaica, Anguilla, Barbados, St. Kitts and Dominica. Each show highlights a new Caribbean gem, all while showcasing not just the luxury aspects but the flavor and essence of each locale while interacting with the local culture. On Season Two our theme “Bucket List Destinations” features the world’s most iconic locales that are on everyone’s travel bucket list. This luxury lifestyle series is presented in a fun, “info-taining” format designed to inspire its audience to experience the adventures of life and see the world one epic journey at a time. Bucket list destinations include the best of Ireland, Alaska, The Maldives, Morocco, Thailand and Japan. The World Awaits....So what’s on your bucket list?

VENTURES IN WINE COUNTRY
Wine/Lifestyle • 6 x 30’ HD
Follow three passionate wine makers from different corners of Canada’s Okanagan Valley as they embark on another season in the vineyard, taking us from grape to glass while venturing into uncharted territory: putting Canada on the map as a producer of premium wines.
A DRIVERS DREAM
Auto/Engineering • 6 x 30’ HD
Twenty years after attending Richard Spennard’s driving academy, auto racing champions and old friends Jacques Villeneuve, Trevor Seibert, and Bill Drossos embark on a new journey together to fulfill their lifelong dreams of designing, building, and operating a world class race track in the Okanagan Valley. From an exhaustive search for a suitable location, to design philosophy, through cutting-edge engineering and construction, and eventually the first test laps, “A Drivers’ Dream” chronicles the dream to reality journey of Area 27, North America’s newest, and possibly most thrilling and challenging race track.

LIQUID EDGE
Sports/Adventure • 10 x 60’ HD
Liquid Edge is a fast-paced series highlighting incredible action sports water adventures from around the globe. We showcase the visually stunning awe-freaking sports of big wave surfing, kiteboarding, jetskiing, windsurfing, stand-up paddling, free-diving, wakeboarding, cliff diving and whitewater kayaking. And we’re all about “story” – profiles of the world’s best watermen, their narrative adventures, and their “living on the edge” lifestyle.

OUTTA TOWN ADVENTURES
Travel/Adventure • 26 x 30’ HD
Outta Town Adventures travels both near and far to discover the best adventures the destinations have to offer. Season 1 visits attractions from California to Rwanda, Switzerland, Iceland, Utah, Zambia, Mexico, The Grand Canyon, Georgia, (the Eastern European one!) Louisiana, Hawaii, Mauritius and Seychelles. This TV series is dedicated to presenting history, culture and geography in a fun and positive way. It encourages people to explore this beautiful world - something that starts with simply getting out of town!

BRIDGE BROTHERS
Big Jobs/Docu-Drama • 2 x 60’ HD and 1 x 90’ HD
Bridge Brothers explores life on the bridge for a crew of industrial bridge painters at work on the most iconic bridges in the U.S. Their 12-hour days are defined by risk and danger as they sandblast through layers of hazardous coatings and damaging corrosion to repaint these impressive structures. These guys, members of the International Union of Painters and Allied Trades, are filled with grit and a wild sense of humor. As they preserve America’s bridges they also battle Mother Nature — and each other — racing against the clock to get work done under the exacting eye of their foreman and company bosses. They are also forced to confront the personal toll of this work on their family life back home — whether home is New Jersey or Florida; Brazil or Greece. This is a story about brotherhood and the ties that bind. They may not be related by blood but they are brothers nonetheless. Bridge Brothers.
MADE TO RENOVATE
Home Renovation/Lifestyle • 5 X 30’ HD
Made to Renovate explores an in-depth look at how home decor and renovation related products evolve by way of their manufacturing process. Each episode will break down the inner workings and make-up of the product by walking through the manufacturing process step by step, while meeting the innovators who founded the company and exploring the rich history of their rise to success. Episodes include the world of custom cabinetry, green roofing, custom furnace and AC units, designer trim/molding and floor protection, bringing viewers a new appreciation of their home and its internal make-up.

TOP MILLION DOLLAR AGENT NEW SEASON 4!
Docu-Reality/Lifestyle/Real Estate • 58 X 30’ 4K/HD
Top Million Dollar Agent is an incredibly entertaining docu-reality based on the lives & careers of four of North America’s top real estate professionals: Mike Donia, Jin Jiang, Daryl King & Inez Kudryk. In each episode, the savvy agent has an affluent client who is interested in buying a fabulous home, condo or townhouse and takes them to view four different multi-million dollar properties. Additional segments feature a guest agent, lawyer, builder/designer or mortgage broker who educates audiences on how to purchase, sell, & decorate luxurious real estate. This new series is geared towards everyone from first time buyers to experienced investors & gives viewers an exclusive glimpse into the personal lives & careers of the best of the best in the world of real estate.

BLUE REALM
Underwater/Ocean • 13 x 60’ HD
The Blue Realm is a stunning and engrossing TV series featuring amazing undersea animals and marine life. Utilizing superb HD imagery, engaging stories and the world’s leading scientists, the series takes viewers on extraordinary underwater journeys of discovery.

SPORT FISHING ON THE FLY
Fishing/Sport • 104 x 30’ HD ongoing
Sport Fishing On The Fly is an award-winning, nationally broadcast fly-fishing television series, hosted by Don Freschi. Filmed primarily on the pristine rivers and lakes of western Canada and surrounded by beautiful mountain ranges and spectacular wildlife, Don shares his experiences, tips and tricks as he fishes everything from fast moving rivers, to dead calm lakes, to vast open oceans.
CARIBBEAN VIBRATIONS TV
Travel • 52 x 30’ HD
Caribbean Vibrations TV takes viewers on a whirlwind travel-adventure to international events and colorful festivals — all with an irrepressible Caribbean Vibe! Capturing the energy of the Caribbean on a global scale, this series showcases the trendiest places, signature events and biggest names in the Caribbean diaspora from around the world.

TEENS 101
Youth/Social/Culture • 13 x 30’ HD
Combining interviews with experts and personal accounts from youth and their parents, Teens101 will help guide them through these difficult years and illustrates the major issues opposing youth today. From multiculturalism and family dynamics to media influences and mental health issues, Teens101 will provide thoughtful, informative and vital information to help youth and adults come to grips with the trials and tribulations associated with the teenage years. In this compelling thirteen-part television series about the world of a teenager in the new millennium, we take the viewer through the journey from adolescence to adulthood, examining the health and wellness of teens today. We examine the issues facing young people as they progress through high school and make the decisions that will affect them far into the future. This dynamic and thought provoking series will speak to people of all ages, opening up new topics for discussion for both parents and teens alike, and addressing the difficulties of growing up in the 21st Century.

Mystic Journey to India
Travel/Adventure/Paranormal • 3 x 60’ HD and 1 x 90’ HD
Mystic Journey to India takes you to the very heart of India as world-famous spiritualist medium Craig Hamilton-Parker consults a secret oracle that tells him everything about his life and what will happen including the day he will die. Craig is no stranger to the paranormal and has given a lifetime’s work to investigating and demonstrating psychic powers. But when he stumbled upon the secret Naadi oracle of India even he is blown away by the impossibility of its messages and the mind-boggling implications of what he discovers. Set against the stunning backdrop of rural India, Craig climbs sacred mountains, visits mysterious places and is invited into magnificent temples to perform fire ceremonies and other unfamiliar rituals. We see him changing as the programs progress from typical westerner – a grandad with a happy family – to a shell shocked guru. In a story reminiscent of Indiana Jones, we journey with Craig as he uncovers the lost secrets of India. This story is beyond mind-boggling: it will make you question everything about the nature of fate, destiny and providence.

AUTO EXOTICA
Automotive • 8 x 30’ HD (Season 2 in production)
Auto Exotica is a brand-new, fast-paced television series that brings viewers along for the ride in some of the most exciting cars ever made. From classics to today’s most thrilling speed machines, if it is a performance car, it’s fair game. While three dynamic hosts who are all too eager to offer their opinions on the featured vehicles lead the show, it is clear that on Auto Exotica, the car is the star!
ROCKSTAR ENERGY DRINK
MOTOCROSS NATIONALS
Sports • 10 X 60’ and 40 X 30’ HD
(2014-2017 seasons available - 70 HD episodes)
With the very best world class competitors confirmed to attend the races, this year’s National Motocross Championship series promises to be the most thrilling racing series out there... yet again! The national title in the MX2 class is up for grabs. The list of championship contenders, including Jeremy Medaglia, Jacob Hayes, Jimmy Decotis, Shawn Maffenbeier and Dylan Wright, to name a few, is shaping up to be the most competitive MX2 title chase in years. Last year’s championship went down to the final moto in a year that saw four different riders take the top step. With the talent that will be competing in 2016, who knows how many riders will take home a win... every one of them can do it!

NOMADS
Adventure/Sports/Travel • 56 x 30’ HD
Nomads showcases amazing adventure travel exploits, with passionate storytelling and the involvement of some of the world’s greatest extreme sports athletes. Visually stunning sports such as whitewater kayaking, extreme big mountain skiing, windsurfing, kiteboarding, basejumping, extreme snowboarding and big wave surfing push the limits of possibility. Nomads is shot globally on six continents and touches down in exotic locations such as Switzerland, Alaska, Mexico, Argentina, Japan, Tahiti, Africa, Costa Rica, Norway, Hawaii, New Zealand, Canada and the Canary Islands. These timeless adventures are rich in action, adventure, culture and travel with a focus on compelling personalities and storytelling.

ACTION SPORTS WORLD
Adventure/Sports/Travel • 52 x 60’ HD
Action Sports World takes you to exotic locations, featuring world-class athletes involved in exciting sports such as skiing, snowboarding, mountain biking, climbing, cliff diving, whitewater kayaking, aerial acrobatics, surfing and many more adrenalin-fueled extreme sport disciplines from throughout the globe.

THE HARD WAY
Lifestyle/Business/Reality • 26 x 30’ HD
From stress to success, from doubts to debt-free, The Hard Way is a reality show that sets out to help struggling businesses with their problems. An emotional roller coaster of hopefulness and hard advice, each week a small business owner is brought in front of a panel of experts for an intense question and answer session designed to uncover their key issues. With genuine people, real situations and true, unscripted drama, watch as desperate people put their livelihood on the line and do whatever it takes to save their business.
DOCUMENTARIES

ATOMIC ROADTRIP – SEARCHING FOR A LOST DECADE  NEW!
Architecture • 1 x 60’ HD
Dave LeBlanc is a man obsessed by mid-century North American architecture. He’s on a journey to uncover why the amazing houses, homes and influences of the decade between 1954 and 1964 known as The Magic Decade, have gone missing from our landscape. Leaving his carefully constructed lifestyle in the suburbs behind he goes on a journey to discover the truth, were things really better, more ‘authentic’ in the ‘good old days? Or is the Mid-Century a time best forgotten? Can he find out: what happened to yesterday’s tomorrow?

THE LINCOLNS IN KENTUCKY  NEW!
History • 1 x 60’ HD
Imagery is a stylized film that documents the inner workings of some of the best image capturers in the world. A variety of international (artists) photographers, with different photography profiles, share their stories about the craft, the industry, the techniques and their overall impressions of humanity and our world as seen through their exclusive lenses.

STAND UP TORONTO
History • 1 x 60’ HD
What does it mean to be an up-and-coming, stand-up comedian who isn’t white? Stand Up Toronto explores the experience of three comics from diverse cultural backgrounds as they navigate Toronto's comedy circuit. As these comics chronicle their attempts to break through in the industry, as well as break the mold of the comedians who came before them, will they find a place to speak their truth in the complicated world we live in?
SICILY: LAND OF LOVE AND STRIFE
Culture • 1 x 90’ and 2 x 60’ HD
Sicily: Land of Love and Strife takes the viewer to a place relatively unknown to the public, a place of spectacular beauty, epic human struggle, depth and diversity of culture, philosophic insights and historic sites. Little has been produced about the cultural or historic relevance of Sicily. The most invaded place on the planet, the three-sided island rivals Greece and Egypt as a primary source for Western ideas. Sicily: Land of Love and Strife takes the viewer to a place more fascinating and more diverse than other Italian region. This journey demonstrates that fewer places on the planet compare to Sicily for a story of spectacular beauty, epic human struggle, depth and diversity of culture, philosophic insights and historic sites. Because of the island's great natural abundance and its strategic location in the Mediterranean, at the crossroads of Europe, Africa and Asia, ownership of this rugged and fertile terrain has been contested for millennia. But for crime, Sicily has gone unexplored. The island's association with the Mafia, so deeply entrenched in popular consciousness, has obscured more rounded and accurate depictions of its history and culture.

REBELS ON POINTE
Arts/Dance • 1 x 60’ and 1 x 90’ HD
Rebels on Pointe is the first film ever made about the world famous Ballet Trockadero de Monte Carlo. The New York based drag ballet company, commonly known as The Trocks, is made up of professional gay dancers, who all play both feminine and male roles in classical ballet pieces. And they do it with amazing talent, grace, and brilliant parody of Russian Imperial ballet. The film goes behind-the-scenes into their professional and dramatic personal lives, revealing powerful dance performances in Montreal, Tokyo, Edinburgh and other locations around the world, including revived choreographies of a Russian era that expertly combine humour and impeccable technique. Shot in Italy, the United States, Canada, Japan and Scotland, the film not only tells the inspiring stories of its main characters but also reveals the history of a dance company that has toured in over 50 countries and has a cult following worldwide. The dancers share stories about growing up, being gay and the many challenges and obstacles they faced to become professional ballerinas. Rebels on Pointe is a creative blend of gender bending expression, diversity and passion. A story which ultimately proves that a ballerina is not only a woman dancing but an act of revolution in a tutu.

A NATION SOARS
History/War • 3 x 60’ HD
An in-depth look at how aviation became an integral part of the battlefield and evolved to help change the course of the First World War, led by Canada's heroic involvement. Individual films include Drawn to Victory, Wings of Courage and Flight Path of Heroes.

IMAGRAPHY
Arts/Photography • 1 x 87’ HD
Imagraphy is a stylized film that documents the inner workings of some of the best image capturers in the world. A variety of international (artists) photographers, with different photography profiles, share their stories about the craft, the industry, the techniques and their overall impressions of humanity and our world as seen through their exclusive lenses.
WWII DOCUMENTARY FILMS
History/War • 16 x 60’ HD
Award-winning documentary films produced to enlighten future generations about the personal stories of the WWII generations. Individual titles include:

- World War II: Saving the Reality
- Navy Heroes of Normandy
- Day of Days: June 6, 1944 - American Soldier’s Remember D-Day
- Maggie’s War: A True Story of Courage, Leadership and Valor in World War II
- A Promise to My Father: One Survivor’s Journey through the Holocaust
- A Company of Heroes: Untold Stories from the Band of Brothers
- Dick Winters: Hang Tough - Honoring Leadership on D-Day
- Omaha Beach: Honor and Sacrifice
- Eagles of Mercy: The Compelling Story of Two Airborne Medics & their Heroic Acts During D-Day
- Above and Beyond: The Incredible Escape of Jewish-American B-17 Pilots from Nazi-Occupied Europe in WWII
- The American St. Nick: The True Story of American GI’s Doolittle’s Raiders: A Final Toast
- War Journal: The Incredible World War II Escape of Major Damon “Rocky” Gause
- Uncle Jack: The Manhattan Project and Beyond
- Remember Pearl Harbor (Narrated by Tom Selleck)
- “4-4-43” The Greatest Story of the War in the Pacific - Lt. Col. William Edwin Dyess

CIVIL WAR DOCUMENTARY FILMS
History/War • 10 x 60’ HD
Award-winning documentary films produced to enlighten future generations about the personal stories of the Civil War. Individual titles include:

- Retreat From Gettysburg Lee, Logistics & The Pennsylvania Campaign
- Long Road Back to Kentucky The 1862 Confederate Invasion
- Bourbon & Kentucky A History Distilled
- The Southern Cross The Story of the Confederacy’s First Battleflag
- Kentucky a State Divided The Turning Point
- Kentucky a State Divided The Invasion of Kentucky
- Kentucky a State Divided The Battle of Perryville
- Retreat From Gettysburg The Aftermath
- Retreat From Gettysburg The Retreat
- Retreat From Gettysburg Lee’s Escape
ARYAN SAGA
History/Culture • 1 x 60’ HD
Perched in the mountains of India’s north, Ladakh is famous for its desolate beauty but also known for the legendary inhabitation of pure-blooded Aryans in parts of the region. The Aryans of Ladakh, known as “Drok-pa”, stand out as tall and sharp-featured with big eyes and a fair complexion, numbering around 5,000 and have preserved their racial purity down the centuries. It is this racial purity that continues to attract visitors from Germany to study and research special related characteristics of these original inhabitants. It is a little known fact that even in this day and age, a few German couples continue to visit Ladakh to indulge in their obsession for racial purity. They come to adopt Aryan children and, in some cases, for the German female to couple with an Aryan male in the hope of bearing what they consider the ‘racially superior seed’. Aryan Saga speaks candidly with couples in Germany who have been successful in rearing what they consider “Aryan progeny.” Seeking the answer the question – why this obsession with race? The documentary explores the various ethical, moral, psychological and legal issues involved in this strange and disturbing...but true phenomenon.

ALIEN LIFE (AND WHERE TO FIND IT)
Science • 1 x 60’ HD
ALIEN LIFE is a cutting edge scientific documentary uncovering the latest developments in astro-biological research which leads to the first ever CGI creation of what alien life looks like. Every day scientists discover more and more about life, not only outside of our planet but on it as well. Using this new research astro-biologists are able to deduce not only where life may be found but also, what it will look like. This documentary walks through the process for discovering planets across the universe and how uncovering new information leads to greater understanding of life, not only Earth but on other planets too. For the first time ever this research has been used to digitally create a lifelike representation of alien life.

THE SHIP SINKERS
History • 1 x 60’ HD
They’re floating junkyards... moth-balled, decommissioned naval vessels, rotting away in dockyards around the world. Cutting them up for scrap is expensive, and leaving them to fall apart where they are is an ecological nightmare. Sounds like a job for...THE SHIPSINKERS. The Shipsinkers takes us inside the process of turning aging, rusting hulks into thriving artificial reefs – from initial cleaning and preparation to explosives rigging to the last minute chaos as the clock counts down to zero. With exclusive archival materials from the early days of ship sinkings and stunning new high-definition footage, this program takes us on a journey from New Zealand, where a former frigate, the HMNZS Wellington, gets a new life underwater, to the British Columbia coast and the Florida Keys.
BADASS BEAUTY QUEEN
Social • 1 x 60’ HD
Badass Beauty Queen is the story behind Miss World contestant Anastasia Lin using her beauty and brass to stand up against an oppressive juggernaut—the Chinese communist government. It’s a David vs. Goliath story except this time David is taking on Goliath in 6 inch heels. Drama, danger and fear follow Anastasia as she becomes the darling of the human rights community, traveling the globe to bring the world’s attention to an increasing list of China's atrocities: the persecution of prisoners of conscience, religious persecution and forced human organ harvesting. All this while dealing with the heartbreak of having put her father’s life in danger. Full of glitz, glamour, and dramatic behind-the-scenes access, the documentary follows Anastasia as she gets on the front page of the New York Times, featured in Der Spiegel, Cosmopolitan, meets with the Dalai Lama, speaks at the U.N. and finally makes her way to the Miss World Finals.

SHARK DIVERS
Underwater / Ocean • 1 x 90’ HD
SHARK DIVERS are people who study, photograph, interact with and even wrestle with some of the most terrifying creatures on earth. A select group of skilled professionals routinely work with, or near the animals out in the wild and in aquariums. This feature-length documentary focuses on this diverse and eclectic group—each with different motives in their unusual fields. Some are adrenaline junkies and many are staunch conservationists. Together, they form a community of people fascinated by sharks. Their enthusiasm (and fear) can be highly contagious! Learn all about the shark divers and the diverse group of graceful and powerful creatures they study—the tiger, lemon, mako, whale and the legendary great white sharks. Shark Divers gets up close and personal with the sharks and divers to share their passion and debunk the myth of the cold-blooded, man-eating shark.

JESSE COOK: FOLLOW THE ROAD NEW!
Live Music Special • 1 x 60’ 4K/HD
Celebrated guitarist, composer and music producer Jesse Cook has been delivering unforgettable concert experiences to audiences across the globe for the over 25 years. As far as he has ventured, Jesse has always been fascinated with the mystique of the road that first led him out of Toronto. In his directorial debut, Cook shows us a concert from a perspective rarely seen...the musician’s. Born to film director parents, guitarist Jesse Cook taps into this pedigree, and self-directed this story, his 5th Concert Special. The result is “Follow the Road”, Captured in 4K, during his 31 City cross-Canada tour, we follow the band down the TransCanada Highway, against a backdrop of majestic mountains and stunning natural beauty, as they traverse the scenic splendor of the second largest country in the world.

JESSE COOK: THE RUMBA FOUNDATION
Live Music Special • 1 x 105’ HD
Guitar Sensation Jesse Cook teams-up with some of World Music’s elite artists to create a potent new music hybrid. From recording sessions in Colombia with Latin Grammy winners Los Gaiteros de San Jacinto to a concert at the Montreal Jazz Festival before 70,000 people, Director Brian Adler explores Cook’s latest chart-topping project, The Rumba Foundation. Featuring Colombia’s Los Gaiteros de San Jacinto, Cuba’s Chendy Leon, Sr. and Chendy Leon, Jr., Mexican-Canadian Amanda Martinez, Brazil’s Maninho Costa, Samba Squad and many more.

JESSE COOK: ONE NIGHT AT THE METROPOLIS
Live Music Special • 1 x 105’ HD
Canadian guitar virtuoso captured live on stage at the Metropolis. Cook is a multiple Juno and Gemini Award winner with over 500,000 units sold in Canada alone. This special includes guest spots from Ron Sexsmith, Sophie Milman, Melissa McClelland and Samba Squad. Bonus features include an interview with Jesse as well as rehearsal and backstage footage. 19 tracks total.

www.canamedia.com
SAVING THE MUSTANG NORTH AMERICA’S HORSE ON THE BRINK OF EXTINCTION

*History/Animal* • 1 x 60’ HD

Wild mustangs have long been an icon of native peoples and early settlers of North America. Yet their fate today is uncertain. Traded, stolen and wild for 400 years, an estimated 2-3 million roamed North America in 1890 until they became almost extinct. The US Government has attempted to control the number of Wild Mustangs populated and in their view over grazed on vast tracks of public land. Over 41 thousand are now held in captivity. Saving The Mustang explores the state of wild horses today through the efforts of three individuals. Canadian horseman Randy Bird, endurance rider and song-writer Jean Albert Renaud and Roger William, past chief of the First Nation Xeni Gwet’in, who has created a 200,000 hectare wild horse preserve in the rugged wilderness of the Nemiah Valley in British Columbia. All three stories interweave a compelling tale of perseverance and determination – one that offers hope for these amazing animals.

THE EZIDIS OF IRAQ...
THE SOUL IN PERIL

*Current Affairs/History* • 1 x 90’ HD

The Ezidis are one of mankind’s earliest monotheistic societies who have endured centuries of religious persecution as “Devil Worshipers”. Their religion is linked to the ancient Mesopotamian religions and it combines aspects of Zoroastrianism, Islam, Christianity, and Judaism. There are well over a half million Ezidis living today in Iraq, Syria and Turkey and in 2014 an ongoing genocide by ISIS in Sinjar Province forced 50,000 Ezidis to flee into the nearby mountainous region. The film takes us to the heart of the Ezidis during the great annual pilgrimage, revealing their ancient vibrant rituals and customs…a rare tribute to the tolerant, pacifist, yet persecuted, people who are the Ezidis. They are now opening up to the outside world. This is their story.

SOAR

*Social/Arts/Dance* • 1 x 60’ HD

SOAR explores the evolving bond between two sisters: both are phenomenal dancers, one is a quadruple amputee from a childhood illness. Their art helps them define themselves, together and separately, and helps us redefine our idea of what is possible. SOAR celebrates the extraordinary ways that Kiera has learned to adapt and reveals Uriah’s part in helping her sister adjust. Tension arises when Uriah steps away, finally admitting her need to define herself as an individual. But a dance concert reunites them, rekindling their powerful bond as artists and sisters.

UNSUNG HERO – THE HORSE IN THE CIVIL WAR

*History/Animal* • 1 x 60’ HD

Unsung Hero presents the little-known story of the millions of horses that were used in all branches of both armies during the Civil War. It discusses how the horses were procured and trained for field use, how they were fed and maintained, and the extreme toll taken on them due to service in the field. Memoirs of soldiers are read, telling the stories of the horses they recalled and the incredible sacrifices of them. Hundreds of magnificent period photographs, drawings, illustrations, along with selected re-enactment scenes are employed to graphically illustrate the invaluable role of the horse in our history, history and culture.
ART OF DARKNESS  
*Arts/Culture • 1 x 60’ and 1 x 90’ HD*

Art of Darkness is a fascinating documentary intimately profiling controversial painter and world-famous performance artist Bryan Lewis Saunders. Bryan is renowned for his commitment to producing a self-portrait every day, which, to date, number well over 10,000. A complex individual with admitted psychopathic tendencies, Bryan narrates his dark, complex process and the experiences that have shaped him and how he uses art to help tame his inner demons. Bryan’s famed ‘drug series’ of self-portraits while under the influence of a variety of mind-altering substances, has made him an overnight viral Internet sensation garnering a legion of loyal fans worldwide.

NINTENDO QUEST- POWER TOUR  
*Social/Culture • 13 x 30’ HD*

The rules are simple: 30 days, 678 games. No online purchases. Follow video game rock star, Jay Bartlett, a fanatic collector over 10,000 miles as he pursues his dream to own a complete official North American NES library. Along the way, Jay’s best friend and filmmaker, Rob McCallum, examines the enduring legacy of the NES and the power of Nintendo culture while racing to finish a secret list of ten games he’s wanted to collect for a long time. Expect amazing game collections, legendary gamers and some of the rarest video games ever!

NINTENDO QUEST  
*Social/Culture • 1 x 90’ HD*

Passionate video game collector Jay Bartlett has always had one dream: to own a complete library of EVERY original Nintendo game — all 678. Enter best friend, and film director, Rob McCallum. Rob dares Jay to go after his dream of an entire NES library but with a few twists: Jay has only thirty days, has to use his own money, and can’t use the Internet in any way. An eye-opening, universally-relatable, personal journey, there’s never been a more fun, engaging documentary that captures its subject material like Nintendo Quest. It’s a steep challenge of all or nothing with no cheat codes — GAME ON!

A SPARK OF NERVE  
*Science/Medical/Social • 1 x 60’ and 1 x 90’ HD*

A Spark of Nerve weaves together the extraordinary stories of Loren, Michael, Chelsey and other trauma patients who fight their way back from paralysis thanks to Dr. Mackinnon, a 1975 graduate of Queen’s University School of Medicine, Canada and a mother of four. The film follows the charismatic Mackinnon and her patients for three years, from the examining room to the operating room, as their emotional stories unfold—from trauma and disappointment to hope and finally healing as the joy and freedom of movement is slowly regained.

F FOR FRANCO  
*Arts/Culture • 1 x 90’ HD*

With books, art shows, and director credits on his resume, one cannot call James Franco an actor and leave it at that. Franco has always had a strong interest in art and writing, and with the success of his more commercial feature film work came his realization that “Now is the time” for him to make the films he wants to, and to direct projects, write, and create art on his own terms, fulfilling his unique vision. Francisco J. Ricardo is an author, art theorist, and filmmaker who taught Franco at the Rhode Island School of Design, and it was here that Ricardo began to explore what inspires these less commercial, more artistically free films and projects. This documentary delves into an early portion of this large body of work, some based on projects he did in years past, others his artistic answer to critics and those who desire to use his name to snag their own piece of celebrity. Based on hours of personal interviews between Ricardo and Franco, and footage from his archives, F For Franco takes us on a visually unconventional journey into Franco’s mind and artistic process, inviting us not merely to look at, but to experience his more unusual projects.
Bittersweet Honey

Social/Culture • 1 x 90’ HD

Bitter Honey emotionally presents an intimate and emotionally charged portrait of three polygamous families in Bali, Indonesia. Following these families over a seven-year period, the film portrays the personal plight of Balinese co-wives, for whom marriage is frequently characterized by psychological manipulation, infidelity, domestic violence, and economic hardship. Living in a society where men have authority in many domains, these women have little voice in steering or protesting the conditions of their domestic lives. Bitter Honey draws attention to their struggle, documents the work of those taking steps to better protect and empower them, and aims to trigger a wider conversation about contemporary polygamy and women’s rights in Indonesia.

FRITZ

Social/Culture • 1 x 60’ HD

When Ben and Mike discover Fritz, he’s hit a tough patch in life. His girlfriend of ten years, Darlene, recently passed away. He has a tumultuous relationship with his brother Vince, who thinks his dreams of being a professional artist are foolish and unabashedly throws his failures in his face. Lastly, Fritz’s hearing issues cause him to struggle in social situations. He has few friends. They photograph Fritz, his work and convince him to build a new art studio in his rundown basement. Finally they take a road trip to NYC to visit a huge art fair and show Fritz how America has turned fine art collecting into a shopping mall experience. A surprise twist ending reveals what “making it” in the art world is all about.

TOUCHING LIFE

Social • 1 x 60’ HD (English and French versions)

Touching Life brings the viewer into the inspiring world of a visually impaired couple raising their seven year old son. Yuko, originally from Japan, now lives in Vancouver with her husband Thilo, both of whom lost their sight in their twenties. In this ode to happiness, where life is felt rather than seen, we learn about the lives of Yuko and Thilo and how they pursed their dream of overcoming their disability, falling in love and reaching their ultimate goal of becoming parents. Because their son Kurtis is sighted, he becomes the link between the worlds of shadows and light. He lends them his sight while his parents raise him into adulthood. By delving into the lives of Yuko, Thilo and Kurtis, we rediscover our own. They remind us of a truth we can’t see with our own eyes: that love makes the invisible luminous.

FOREVER DAD

Social • 1 x 60’ HD

Thomas, a photographer, suddenly loses contact with his son following a parental abduction. To deal with his grief and attempt to understand what has befallen him, Thomas embarks on an artistic project to make portraits of Pierre, Ricardo and Tony, three fathers in the same situation as himself. Emotionally poignant, strongly touching and culturally significant, Forever Dad resonates deeply with today’s parents and families.